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Today 

• Knowledge Bases for supporting AI Systems. 

 

• Knowledge Representation paradigms for KBs.  



 



 



Explainable Findings 

From Tensor Inferences Back to KGs  



Machine Knowledge for Answer 
Engines  

 

Weikum, 2019 



Machine Knowledge for Answer 
Engines Weikum, 2019 



Representation 

• Representation: organization of a 
perceptual/symbolic space into an abstraction 

 
– Attention/selection 

– Intent/goal 

 

• Maximization of Inferential Locality 

• Abstraction for Purpose 

• Correctness/Completeness for Purpose 

 



Good Knowledge Representation 
Languages 

• Combines the best of natural and formal languages:  

– expressive  

– concise  

– unambiguous  

– independent of context  
• what you say today will still be interpretable tomorrow 

– efficient 
• the knowledge can be represented in a format that is suitable for 

computers 

– operationable 
• there is an inference procedure which can act on it to make new 

sentences 



Knowledge Graphs 



Brief History of Knowledge Bases  

Weikum, 2019 



Terminology 

• Ontology 
– provides more complete definitions for concepts 

– Graphical conceptual model 

• Thesaurus 
– simple relationships between words 

• synonyms, homonyms, antonyms, etc. 

– often combined with a taxonomy 

• Taxonomy 
– hierarchical arrangement of concepts 

– often used as a “backbone” for an ontology 

• Lexicon 
– provides natural language descriptions of words and their 

meanings 

 



Word Senses & 
Relations 



Reminder: lemma and wordform 

• A lemma or citation form 

– Same stem, part of speech, rough semantics 

 

• A word form 
– The “inflected” word as it appears in text 

Word form Lemma 

banks bank 

sung sing 

duermes dormir 



Lemmas have senses 

• One lemma “bank” can have many meanings: 

 
• …a bank can hold the investments in a custodial account… 

 

• “…as agriculture burgeons on the east bank the river will shrink 
even more” 

 

• Sense (or word sense) 
– A discrete representation  

                  of an aspect of a word’s meaning. 

 

• The lemma bank here has two senses 

1 

2 

Sense 1: 

Sense 2: 



Polysemy 

• 1. The bank was constructed in 1875 out of local red brick. 

• 2. I withdrew the money from the bank. 

 

• Are those the same sense? 

– Sense 2: “A financial institution” 

– Sense 1: “The building belonging to a financial institution” 

 

• A polysemous word has related meanings 

– Most non-rare words have multiple meanings. 

 



How do we know when a word has more 
than one sense? 

• The “zeugma” test: Two senses of serve? 

– Which flights serve breakfast? 

– Does Lufthansa serve Philadelphia? 

– ?Does Lufthansa serve breakfast and San Jose? 

 

 

• Since this conjunction sounds weird,  

– we say that these are two different senses of “serve” 



Synonyms 

• Word that have the same meaning in some or all 
contexts: 
– couch / sofa 
– big / large 
– automobile / car 
– vomit / throw up 
– Water / H20 

 
• Two lexemes are synonyms:  

– if they can be substituted for each other in all situations. 
– If so they have the same propositional meaning. 



Synonymy is a relation  
between senses rather than words 

• Consider the words big and large. 

• Are they synonyms? 

– How big is that plane? 

– Would I be flying on a large or small plane? 

• How about here: 

– Miss Nelson became a kind of big sister to Benjamin. 

– ?Miss Nelson became a kind of large sister to Benjamin. 

• Why? 

– big has a sense that means being older, or grown up. 

– large lacks this sense. 



Antonyms 

• Senses that are opposites with respect to one feature 
of meaning. 

 

• Otherwise, they are very similar! 

 

dark/light   short/long fast/slow rise/fall 

 

hot/cold     up/down       in/out 

 



Hyponymy and Hypernymy 

• One sense is a hyponym of another if the first sense 
is more specific, denoting a subclass of the other: 

– car is a hyponym of vehicle 

– mango is a hyponym of fruit 

 

• Conversely hypernym/superordinate (“hyper is 
super”): 

– vehicle is a hypernym of car 

– fruit is a hypernym of mango 
 

Superordinate/hyper vehicle fruit furniture 

Subordinate/hyponym car mango chair 



Hyponymy more formally 

• Extensional: 

– The class denoted by the superordinate extensionally 
includes the class denoted by the hyponym. 

 

• Hyponymy is usually transitive  

– (A hypo B and B hypo C entails A hypo C). 

 

• Another name: the IS-A hierarchy: 

– A IS-A B (or A ISA B) 

– B subsumes A 



Hyponyms and Instances 

• WordNet has both classes and instances. 

 

• An instance is an individual, a proper noun that 
is a unique entity: 

• San Francisco is an instance of city 

– But city is a class 

• city is a hyponym of    municipality...location... 



WordNet & Other 
Online Thesauri 



Senses of “bass” in Wordnet 



How is “sense” defined in WordNet? 

• The synset (synonym set), the set of near-synonyms, 
instantiates a sense or concept, with a gloss. 

 

• Example: chump as a noun with the gloss: 
“a person who is gullible and easy to take advantage of” 

 

• This sense of “chump” is shared by 9 words: 
chump1, fool2, gull1, mark9, patsy1, fall guy1, sucker1, soft touch1, mug2 



WordNet Hypernym Hierarchy for 
“bass” 



Wordnet: a network of semantically related 
words 

{car; auto; automobile; machine; motorcar} 

{conveyance;transport} 

{vehicle} 

{motor vehicle; automotive vehicle} 

{cruiser; squad car; patrol car;  

police car; prowl car} 

{cab; taxi; hack; taxicab} 

{bumper} 

{car door} 

{car window} 

{car mirror} {armrest} 

{doorlock} 

{hinge;  

flexible joint} 

hyper(o)nym 

hyponym 

meronyms 

Hyponymy and meronymy relations are: 
• transitive 
• directed 



Wordnet Semantic Relations 
WN 1.5 starting point 

 

The ‘synset’ as a weak notion of synonymy: 
“two expressions are synonymous in a linguistic context C  

if the substitution of one for the other in C does not alter 

 the truth value.” (Miller et al. 1993) 

 

Relations between synsets: 

 Example  

HYPONYMY noun-to-noun  car/ vehicle 

  verb-to-verb  walk/ move  

MERONYMY noun-to-noun  head/ nose  

ANTONYMY adjective-to-adjective good/bad 

  verb-to-verb  open/ close 

ENTAILMENT verb-to-verb  buy/ pay  

CAUSE  verb-to-verb  kill/ die  



Some observations on Wordnet 

• Synsets are more compact representations for concepts than 
word meanings in traditional lexicons. 
 

• Synonyms and hypernyms are substitutional variants: 
– begin – commence 
– I once had a canary. The bird got sick. The poor animal died. 

 
• Hyponymy and meronymy chains are important transitive 

relations for predicting properties and explaining textual 
properties: 
object -> artifact -> vehicle -> 4-wheeled vehicle -> car 

 
• Strict separation of part of speech (PoS) although concepts are 

closely related (bed – sleep) and are similar (dead – death). 
 



PoS (Part-of-Speech) 

 

http://wenhoujx.blogspot.com/2013/06/penn-treebank-pos-tags.html 



WordNet Noun Relations 
(Reference) 



WordNet Verb Relations 
(Reference) 



WordNet: Viewed as a Graph 



WordNet 3.0 

• Where it is: 
– http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn 

 

• Libraries 
– Python:  WordNet  from NLTK 

• http://www.nltk.org/Home 

– Java: 

• JWNL, extJWNL on sourceforge 

 
 

http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn
http://www.nltk.org/Home


Extended WordNet (XWN) 

• WordNet with syntactic 
and semantic annotations 
over its glosses. 

 

• Contains logical forms and 
disambiguated glosses. 

 

• XWN 2.0-1 is based on 
WordNet 2.0. 



Accessing WordNet from Prolog 

? - substance_of(water,X).  

 X = [tear|_G407]  

? - has_substance(water,X).  

 X = [h2o|_G407] 

 

?- part_of(leg,X).  

X = [table|_G407]  

?- has_part(leg,X).  

X = [knee|_G407] 

Sarah Witzig https://github.com/ekaf/wordnet-prolog 



Semantic Roles for Lexical 
Definitions 

Aristotle’s classic theory of definition introduced important aspects such as 
the genus-differentia definition pattern and the essential/non-essential 
property differentiation.  



Definition Graphs 
 



Synset 

• MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) 
– 177,000 entry terms  that correspond to 26,142 

biomedical “headings” 
 

• Hemoglobins 
Entry Terms:  Eryhem, Ferrous Hemoglobin, Hemoglobin 

Definition:  The oxygen-carrying proteins of 
ERYTHROCYTES. They are found in all vertebrates and 
some invertebrates. The number of globin subunits in the 
hemoglobin quaternary structure differs between species. 
Structures range from monomeric to a variety of 
multimeric arrangements 

MeSH: Medical Subject Headings 
thesaurus from the National Library of Medicine 



The MeSH Hierarchy 

• a 



Curating Definitions: A Tour de Force 

 



The theoretical distinction between  dictionaries 
and encyclopaedias has traditionally been an 
issue of central importance for lexicologists 

(linguists who study word meaning) and 
lexicographers (dictionary writers). 



The Dictionary View 

• The dictionary view treats knowledge of word 
meaning as distinct from cultural knowledge, social 
knowledge and physical knowledge. 

 

• Componential analysis or semantic decomposition 
approach: 

– word meaning is modelled in terms of semantic features or 
primitives. 

bachelor is represented 
as [MALE,ADULT,MARRIED] 

Is the pope a bachelor? 



Prototypes 
 

 “best example” of a category: e.g. blackbird vs. penguin for 
the category ‘bird’. But notice that the prototype may be 
abstract. 

 

  

   

• not necessarily incompatible with feature theories 
• fuzzy boundaries 
• family resemblance 





 

Frame  
Semantics 

https://framenet.icsi.berkeley
.edu/fndrupal/frameIndex 
 

https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/frameIndex
https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/frameIndex
https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/frameIndex


Commonsense Data (ConceptNet) 
http://conceptnet5.media.mit.edu/ 



Ontologies & 
Description Logics 



Description Logic 

• Description Logics  

– Overcome the ambiguities of early semantic 
networks and frames 

 

• Well-studied and decidable (most DL 
languages) 

 

• Tight coupling between theory and practice 

Horrocks 



TBox and ABox 

• TBox: terminology 
• The vocabulary of an application domain:  

– Concepts: sets of individuals 

– Roles: binary relationships between individuals.  

• Examples:  
– Concepts: Person, Female, Mother 

– Role: hasChild, meaning that some person is the child of some other 

 

• ABox: assertions 
• About named individuals in terms of this vocabulary 

• Example 
– Elizabeth and Charles are Persons.  We write this as Person(Elizabeth), and 

Person(Charles). 

– Individuals, like “myCar”, have attributes, like “color”, and those attributes 
have values, like “red”. When this happens we say that red is the colorOf 
attribute of myCar. 
We write this as colorOf(myCar, red). 

Horrocks 



Architecture of a DL System 

 

Horrocks 



Formulas  

• Building blocks that allow complex descriptions of 
concepts and roles.  
– Example (we’ll look at the syntax in more detail soon.) 

• A Woman is a Female Person 
– Woman = Person u Female 

• A Mother is a Woman and she has a child 
– Mother = Woman u hasChild.T 

 

• The TBox can be used to assign names to complex 
descriptions.  
 We will use the terms description and concept interchangeably. 

Horrocks 



An Example about Family Relationships 

“IS-A” relationship 

defines a hierarchy 

over concepts 

a role defines a 

property of Parent:  

hasChild.Person 

These are concepts 

value restriction(v/r): 

 (1, NIL) 

Examples in ABox: 

hasChild(MARY, PETER) 

Father(PETER) 

Examples in TBox: 

Woman ´ Person u Female 

Mother ´ Woman u hasChild.Person 



• Atomic concepts occurring in a TBox T can be divided into two sets, 
name symbols NT  (or defined concepts) and base symbols BT  (or 
primitive concepts, occur only on the right-hand side)  

 

• A base interpretation for T  only interprets the base symbols.  

Name Symbol 

Name Symbols vs. Base Symbols 

Base symbols 

Horrocks 



DL for the Semantic Web 
• Web Ontology Language (OWL): W3C Recommendation on 10 

Feb 2004  

• builds on RDF and RDF Schema and adds more vocabulary for 

describing properties and classesExtends existing Web 

standards  

• has three increasingly-expressive sublanguages:  

– OWL Lite (based on DL SHIF (D)) ,  

– OWL DL (based on DL SHOIN(D)),  

– and OWL Full (OWL DL + RDF) 

• benefits from many years of DL research 
– Well defined semantics 

– Formal properties well understood (complexity, decidability) 

– Known reasoning algorithms 

– Implemented systems (highly optimised) 
Horrocks 



OWL Class Constructor 

Horrocks 



OWL Axioms 

Horrocks 



Ontology Editors 

 



 

Semantic Web 



Semantic Web Stack 



RDF: a Direct Connected Graph 

based Model 
• Different interconnected triples lead to a more complex graphic 

model. 

• Basically a RDF document is a direct connect graph. 



RDF Basics 
• RDF is a language that enable to describe making statements on 

resources 

– John is father of Bill 

 

• Statement (or triple) as a logical formula P(x, y), where the binary 
predicate P relates the object x to the object y 

 

• Triple data model:  

  <subject, predicate, object> 

 

– Subject: Resource or blank node 

– Predicate: Property 

– Object: Resource (or collection of resources), literal or blank node 

 

• Example: 

  <ex:john, ex:father-of, ex:bill> 

 

• RDF offers only binary predicates (properties) 

 
 



RDF Vocabulary Description 

Language 

• We need a language for defining RDF types: 

 

– Define classes: 
• “#Student is a class” 

– Relationships between classes: 
• “#Student is a sub-class of #Person” 

– Properties of classes: 
• “#Person has a property hasName” 

 

• RDF Schema is such a language. 



RDF Vocabulary Description 

Language 
• Classes: 

<#Student, rdf:type, #rdfs:Class> 

• Class hierarchies: 
<#Student, rdfs:subClassOf, #Person> 

• Properties: 
<#hasName, rdf:type, rdf:Property> 

• Property hierarchies: 
<#hasMother, rdfs:subPropertyOf, #hasParent> 

 
• Associating properties with classes (a): 

– “The property #hasName only applies to #Person” 
  <#hasName, rdfs:domain, #Person> 

 

• Associating properties with classes (b): 
– “The type of the property #hasName is #xsd:string” 
 <#hasName, rdfs:range, xsd:string> 



RDFS Vocabulary 

RDFS Classes 
– rdfs:Resource 

– rdfs:Class 

– rdfs:Literal 

– rdfs:Datatype 

– rdfs:Container 

– rdfs:ContainerMembershipProperty 

RDFS Properties 
– rdfs:domain 

– rdfs:range 

– rdfs:subPropertyOf 

– rdfs:subClassOf 

– rdfs:member 

– rdfs:seeAlso 

– rdfs:isDefinedBy 

– rdfs:comment 

– rdfs:label 

• RDFS extends the RDF vocabulary 

 



RDFS Example 

ex:Faculty- 

Staff 



Semantic Web Stack 
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Semantic Web Stack 



What is SWRL?  

Ontology languages do not offer the expressiveness 

we want → Rules do it well. 
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Ontology 
Layer 



SWRL Rule 

 

 

 

 

 

    Example SWRL Rule: 

    Person(?p) ^ hasSibling(?p,?s) ^ Man(?s) → hasBrother(?p,?s) 

antecedent consequent 

 An atom is an expression of the form:  

  P is a predicate symbol (classes, properties...) 

  Arguments of the expression: arg1, arg2,… (individuals, 

data values or variables) 

P(arg1 arg2,...) 
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Semantic Web Stack 



SPARQL 

• Query Language for RDF. 

PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>  

PREFIX db: <http://bio2rdf.org/drugbank_vocabulary:>  

 

SELECT  

?drug_name ?dosage ?indication  

WHERE {  

?drug a db:Drug .  

?drug rdfs:label ?drug_name .  

OPTIONAL { ?drug db:dosage ?dosage . }  

OPTIONAL { ?drug db:indication ?indication . }  

}  

 

Find all DrugBank drugs along with dosage and disease indication information. 



SPARQL (Yes/No Query) 

PREFIX prop: <http://dbpedia.org/property/>  

ASK {  

<http://dbpedia.org/resource/Amazon_River> prop:length ?amazon .  

<http://dbpedia.org/resource/Nile> prop:length ?nile .  

FILTER(?amazon > ?nile) .  

}  

Is the Amazon river longer than the Nile River? 



http://dbpedia.org/sparql 

 



APIs 

• Helpful for building AI applications. 

 

• Typical Support:  

– A RDF API  

– Serialization: Reading and writing RDF in RDF/XML, 

N3 and N-Triples  

– An OWL API  

– In-memory and persistent storage  

– SPARQL query engine 



Recommended Reading 

 

http://barsaloulab.org/Online_Articles/1992-Barsalou-chap-frames.pdf 



Recommended Reading 

 

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/600984/an-ai-with-30-years-worth-of-knowledge-
finally-goes-to-work/ 


